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Dealing with Time in software development processes for embedded control systems
Dr. Stefan Resmerita, University of Salzburg
This talk describes research directions, results and tools where time is regarded as a first-class citizen in the software development process. This consideration is particularly
relevant for real-time control systems such as automotive engine controllers. A central concept is the Logical Execution Time (LET), where task execution times are specified
statically and dedicated system components ensure their realization at run-time. Usually, a logical execution time (LET) is associated to every periodic software task,
representing the time interval in which the task is executed within every period. Inputs are read only at the start of the LET, while outputs are only made available at the end.
The physical execution of the task within a LET interval may suffer delays and preemptions depending on the underlying execution platform and on runtime conditions.
Under the condition that every physical execution fits within its LET interval, the LET model achieves a pre-specified, platform-independent observable temporal behavior of a
set of software functions, leading to both time and value determinism. In this area, we provide some answers to questions such as: How can the basic LET programming
model be extended in order to deal with realistic embedded software containing also critical event-driven computations? How to reconcile LET-induced delays with the
traditional control requirement of minimum response times? How to use LET as a vehicle for migrating legacy single-core software to multi-core platforms? How can the LET
programming model be embedded in Model-Based-Design processes?
We also deal with Physical Execution Time (PET), particularly in testing phases based on Software-in-the-Loop (SiL) and Hardware-in-the-Loop simulations (HiL). We are
interested in shifting the workload from HiL to SiL by providing more realistic SiL testing, where execution times of software are simulated at various granularities, down to
the source code line. We propose a level of abstraction in systems modeling that leads to fast simulations capturing the most significant real-time behaviors of an embedded
software application.
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